Chipper Public Education

As of July 1, 2019, the Southern Marin Fire Protection District is excited to announce a new resource with-in their Vegetation Management Program that is available to all District homeowners. Thanks to the passing of Measure U, all residents are eligible to take advantage of a chipper. This is how it works.

1. Work with at least three homes to cut flammable vegetation in an effort to create your defensible space
2. Stack all vegetation along the road or driveway so to not block traffic
3. Contact Vegetation Management Specialist at jfigoni@smfd.org or 415-730-9048
4. Please provide a week’s notice for the day you want the chipper

We have a few requirements to provide a chipper:

1. At least three homes need to participate. Addresses will be required for confirmation
2. The chipper can only chip brush and branches. No ivy, bamboo or grass.
3. Garbage bags of debris will not be picked up
4. Please cut branches to a max length of 8’
5. The chipper can chip up to 10” diameter rounds/branches
6. Ensure all brush is stacked along a road or driveway so to not block traffic. Crew will not remove brush off private property
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